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First and foremost, we are shooters.

Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser-based firearms and force on force training. With R&D in Israel, and 
sales offices in both the USA and Europe, we are able to offer our training solutions to: military units, federal and re-
gional law enforcement agencies, NRA instructors, security personnel, and tens of thousands of responsible firearm 
enthusiasts worldwide.

Laser Ammo is owned and operated by current and former Israeli and US law enforcement and military profession-
als who are dedicated to providing innovative training solutions at an affordable price for shooters of every level.

Our product philosophy is simple: provide affordable, high-quality products, that will allow any shooter to train any-
time anywhere! 

Our technical team works tirelessly to bring our customers the most advanced training technology and highest 
quality available with one singular goal: Making Shooters Better! 

Through our expansive product line, including the SureStrike™ class 1 “eye safe” laser training cartridges, electronic 
targets, Smokeless Range® shooting simulators, CQB in a Box and Shot Body System wearable sensors, our custom-
ers can create a custom training regimen that fits their specific goals and needs, fitting any budget, while bringing 
the range right into their very own home, work, or classroom.

That’s who we’re working for; this is what we do:

 � We will always feature the newest and most advanced technology.
 � We will always provide the best value while maintaining the highest quality.
 � We are here to listen, guide, and assist you in every way we can.
 � We look to inspire and be inspired by our customers.
 � We will stand behind our products with a money-back guarantee.

AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

ABOUT 
LASER AMMO
MAKING SHOOTERS BETTER

Training Vendor of the year

Industry choice award – 
Target of the year 2022

Shooting woman alliance – 
Ladies Choice

All Lasers in this catalog comply with the latest EU Eye-Safe directives.
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Using the simulator in a small space? Going between different locations? 
Attending trade shows?  

For rooms below 10’x20’ we recommend using the short throw camera (to 
be paired with a short throw projector).

EASY AND QUICK 
SETUP

FOR USE WITH 
PROJECTOR OR TV

USE WITH ANY 
OF OUR TRAINING 

LASERS

RECOMMENDED 
BY TRAINERS & 

LEOS

AVAILABLE UPGRADE TO A SHORT THROW CAMERA

SIMULATOR TRAINING EVOLVED

SMOKELESS 
RANGE® 2.0
The Smokeless Range® is a dynamic and always evolving software. We are working hard to keep the simulator 
in the forefront of the Simulator industry, releasing new add-ons, making regular free updates, listening to our 
customers wishes, and making sure we are providing the best training experience.

New for 2023:

 � Smokeless Range® 2.0: Going into 2023 the Smokeless Range® will have the ability to display languages 
including: Spanish, French, German, Portuguese and many more.

 � Open Range 2.0: for 2023, Open range will receive a big update with key new features geared towards the 
sport shooter. 

NEW 
F O R 
2023

 � Tactical Targets: Was recently updated with an additional 5 drills (for a total 
of 10 drills) with more tactical locations and movement coupled with the 
ability to set the number of shots to take down a target.

 � Game Range Alpha 2.0: Recently received an additional 5 games bringing it 
to a total of 10 games for your enjoyment.

 � VST Pro 2.0: The new VST Control Station was released, enhancing the over-
all functionality and training experience, giving the operators more control 
and options for use. This release was also paired by the creation of new 
scenarios with multiple branching endings.
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The ultimate simulator package, now at a discounted price!
Built for Law Enforcement, firearm trainers, security companies, 
competitive shooters, and entertainment use. 

This package includes the Smokeless Range and 9 add-ons for one low price:  
Smokeless Range® 2.0 | Open Range 2.0 | M-Range 2.0 | Video Scenario Trainer 
Pro 2.0 + Control Station | IPSC Challenge | Steel Challenge | Fast Draw | 
Western Shooter | Game Range Alpha | Hardware:  standard throw camera  
(short throw upgrade available) and mini  tripod.

SMOKELESS RANGE® 2.0 JUDGMENTAL & 
MARKSMANSHIP SIMULATOR

FIREARMS TRAINER SIMULATOR COMBO PACKAGE

THE COMPETITOR COMBO

DIAMOND SMOKELESS RANGE® SIMULATOR 
COMBO PACKAGE

SKU: SR001 | SR001-ST

SKU: FTSC | FTSC-ST

SKU: DSCP002 | DSCP002-ST

SKU: TCC001 | TCC001-ST

Smokeless Range® software includes 10 basic training drills that will make you 
and your household better shooters: Bomb Blast, Can Toss, Dueling Tree, Match 
Target Drill, Moving Target Drill, Speed Drill, Target Shooting, Tracking Drill, Trap 
Shooting.

This package also includes: standard throw camera (short throw upgrade avail-
able), mini tripod.

This package includes everything a firearms instructor needs: from basic 
target practice to use of force video scenarios for CCW. Endorsed and used by 
NRA and USSCA for SimCo course! 

This package includes the Smokeless Range and 3 add-ons for one low price:  
Smokeless Range® 2.0 | Open Range 2.0 | Video Scenario Trainer Pro 2.0 | Video 
Scenario Control Station | Hardware: standard throw camera (short throw 
upgrade available) and mini tripod.

Every competition shooter’s dream!!!! Build your own competition course with 
the Open Range or train and compete with friends for your next USPSA / IPSC 
or Steel Challenge competition. 

This package includes the Smokeless Range and 3 add-ons for one low price:  
Smokeless Range® 2.0 | Open Range 2.0 | IPSC Challenge | Steel Challenge | 
Hardware:  standard throw camera  (short throw upgrade available) and mini  
tripod.

CHOOSE THE 
RIGHT TRAINING 
FOR YOU

SMOKELESS 
RANGE® COMBO
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VST PRO 2.0

IPSC CHALLENGE

WESTERN SHOOTER GAME RANGE ALPHA HUNTERS PACKAGE

STEEL CHALLENGE TACTICAL TARGETS

OPEN RANGE 2.0 M-RANGE 2.0

Create & design your own training 
courses with endless possibilities. 
Modify any of our pre-made courses 
or create your own using custom 
targets. Share your custom courses 
with friends and others.

Bring a more recreational feel into 
your training while still working on 
the essentials.  Countless hours of 
fun with the whole family training on 
the 10 included games.

Favorite amongst firearms trainers. 
Includes wide array of scenarios 
and an editor that allows you to 
create your own videos to practice 
situational awareness.  An optional 
Control Station add on allows trainer 
to easily control each scenario and 
its outcome.

Train for your next IPSC competition 
with the next generation of high 
end graphics. Includes 10 different 
courses, leaderboard and more.

The new generation M Range will 
allow the trainer to build qualification 
courses with turning targets in no 
time at all. The M Range supports up 
to 4 shooters at once. A new media 
manager now gives the ability for 2 
targets per lane.

With 10 courses of fire, Tactical 
Targets presents a series of
randomized Shoot / No-Shoot targets 
to ensure training never gets old. 
Shooter can set the number of shots 
to know down the target.

Includes the trio of running boars, small 
game and birds shooting. Practice 
realistic shooting. Reload after your 
shots and aim ahead of the target. 
Competition mode or just for fun, 
multiple settings and increased level.

Western Shooter brings you into the 
wild West, testing your dueling skills, 
target identification, speed, and much 
more in a variety of western themed 
training scenarios.

Steel Challenge brings this ever 
popular competition into your own 
home, allowing you to train for your 
upcoming match.  Run through a 
variety of courses and train on the 
same targets you’ll encounter in 
competition.

SKU: OR001

SKU: GRA001

SKU: VST-P | VST-P-CS

SKU: CSIP002

SKU: MR001

SKU: TT001

SKU: HP001SKU: WS001

SKU: CSSC001

EXPAND YOUR 
SMOKELESS 
RANGE WITH

GREAT 
ADD ONS!
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The Interactive Multi-Target Training System (i-MTTS) enables wireless communication between targets, al-
lowing each of the i-MTTS target to “communicate” with each other, engaging the shooter in a wide array of 
training modes including: standalone shooting, steel plate shooting, tactical training/chase the ball, shoot/no 
shoot, double speed shoot/no shoot, and double tap.

The i-MTTS do not require the use of a computer or app, and simply runs on AAA batteries, which are included. 

Each base unit also comes with 4 assorted targets, varying in both shape and size. These targets are designed 
to be used with a the SureStrike™ Laser Cartridges (in either red or IR) in the shooter’s own double action pistol, 
or one of Laser Ammo’s Advanced Laser Training Pistols/Recoil Enabled Training Guns.

The i-MTTS System Controller is offered as a standalone unit or in a combo package. This wireless control unit 
allows the user to control their target system from a distance. A simple button will allow a shooter to switch 
between the different training programs, adjust the split time, total time, # of hits required on target, restart, 
delay time for the “start signal”, set training program length, set target sound, and light options, extend target 
range, define subgroups and so much more...

I-MTTS 
ARENA
INTERACTIVE MULTI-TARGET 
TRAINING SYSTEM
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 i-MTTS 1-Pack

 � 1 X interactive targets 
 � AAA batteries 
 � 4 target cards (3”-5”) 
 � Six operational modes 
 � Buzzer (audio) and light feedback

 i-MTTS 3-Pack

 � 3 X interactive targets 
 � AAA batteries 
 � 12 target cards (3”-5”) 
 � Six operational modes 
 � Buzzer (audio) and light feedback

 3 Pack i-MTTS and System Controller Combo

 � 3 X interactive targets 
 � System Controller
 � AAA batteries 
 � 12 target cards (3”-5”) 
 � Six operational modes 
 � Buzzer (audio) and light feedback

 5 Pack i-MTTS and System Controller Combo

 � 5 X interactive targets 
 � System Controller
 � AAA batteries 
 � 20 target cards (3”-5”) 
 � Six operational modes 
 � Buzzer (audio) and light feedback

 i-MTTS 5-Pack

 � 5 X interactive targets 
 � AAA batteries 
 � 20 target cards (3”-5”) 
 � Six operational modes 
 � Buzzer (audio) and light feedback

 System Controller

 � System Controller
 � AAA batteries

SKU: I-MTTS-1 SKU: I-MTTS-3

SKU: i-MTTS 3-1 Combo SKU: i-MTTS 5-1 Combo

SKU: I-MTTS-5

SKU: i-MTTS-C

(*) i-MTTS targets will work with SureStrike™ Laser cartridges and Cool Fire lasers only.

REACTIVE 
TARGETS
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The LaserPET IITM is a standalone laser activated reactive target that will dramatically enhance your shooting 
skills with immediate feedback with each shot.

The LaserPET IITM allows any level of shooter to practice response & draw time, accuracy, reloads and much 
more, with up to six interactive training programs helping the shooter to practice the five fundamental drills 
set by the NRA, by engaging a target anytime, anywhere.

The LaserPET IITM can keep track of hits, act as a shot timer and assist the shooter to speed up his or her 
follow-up shots and reload times. The LaserPET IITM gives the shooter instant audio and visual feedback when 
a hit occurs on the easy-to-read screen which displays number of shot and reaction times.

Perfect to use with the SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge to improve your skills and marksmanship with the 
shooter’s own firearms. Precision shooters, long-range shooters and hunters can also practice their accuracy 
indoors and even in the shade outdoors. 

The LaserPET IITM includes a set of five target cards for a changeable hit zone, tripod and AAA batteries. 

LASERPETTM II
PERSONAL ELECTRONIC TARGET
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LaserPETTM II Electronic Target SKU: LA-PET II

Six interactive training programs
Shot timer for up to 6 hits
Score display in split or elapsed time
User defined settings for sound, delay, shot number and more
Bright 4 digit numeric led display

Changeable hit zone size from 0.5” To 1.8“

Micro USB charger (not included)

For indoor & shaded outdoor use

Flash and sound feedback for each shot

Battery power level indicator

Powered by 2x AAA batteries (included) or external

Compatible w/ red and IR SureStrikeTM Lasers only*

Save money with this complete training system that includes 
the LaserPET™ II and 9mm or 9X21 laser cartridges (red or IR) 
for use with your carry gun. This package will improve both 
draw speed and marksmanship for shooters of all skill levels.

(*) LaserPET™ II will work with SureStrike™ Laser cartridges and Cool Fire lasers only.

LaserPETTM II  WITH 9mm

SKU: LA-PETII-9MC | LA-PETII-9MC-IR

THE COMPLETE TRAINING SYSTEM: 
TARGET AND LASER COMBO

Available with 
Italian 9x21 mm 

cartridge
SKU: LA-PETII-9x21MC

SKU: LA-PETII-9x21MC-IR
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Safe and Realistic Firearms Training – Anytime, Anywhere.
Take your training to a whole new level. Many shooters find recoil enabled training to be the most realistic 
way to maintain and perfect their shooting skills indoors, without a live range.

Force on force training is commonly used by the military and Law Enforcement and has become more popular 
among shooters due to its low cost, full blow back, and automatic reset of the firearm. The realistic look and 
feel of the firearm reinforces muscle memory and enhances safety skills of the shooter.

Using a recoil enabled pistol or rifle adds realism to training and is the best way to train for real life situations, 
with simulated sound and recoil. 

Our Recoil Enabled Firearms are completely safe, and the training costs a fraction of what a day at the range 
with live ammo training would cost. 

Pair one of the Recoil Enabled firearms with the Laser Ammo I-MTTS reactive targets or Smokeless Range® 
and take your shooting skills to a whole new level. 

RECOIL
ENABLED 
TRAINING
TAKE THE DRY OUT OF THE DRYFIRE
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Glock 17 Gen 3, 4 and 5

Licensed by Glock, functionally identical to the real firearm, with familiar ergonomics, 
take down, metal slide, drop free magazine, realistic blowback action, and enhanced 
grip texture.  Includes the REAL conversion barrel with SureStrike™ laser for the 
ultimate in dry-fire training.  Available with red or IR SureStrike™ laser, and powered 
by either CO2 or green gas.

Glock 19

This compact GLOCK 19 is functionally identical to the firearm that inspires it and is 
Glock authorized. Includes the familiar ergonomics, take down, metal slide, drop free 
magazine, realistic blowback action, enhanced grip texture, and our custom REAL 
conversion barrel with high quality SureStrikeTM vibration laser (in either red or IR) 
for the ultimate dry fire training experience! Powered by green gas & spare mags 
available!

 FULL SIZE 1911

The classic 1911 pistol powered by green gas, and a full metal body. This gun comes 
with 2 magazines, a REAL conversion barrel and a red or IR laser. Best value for the 
money!

SKU: RETP-LA-1911GG | RETP-LA1911GG-IR

SKU: RETP-UG19-GG | RETP-UG19-IR-GG

RECOIL ENABLED
TRAINING 
PISTOLS

SKU: RETP-UG17-GEN3-GG | RETP-UG17-GEN3-IR-GG
SKU: RETP-UG17-CO2 | RETP-UG17-IR-CO2

SKU: RETP-UG17-GEN5-GG / RETP-UG17-GEN5-IR-GG
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 CZ SHADOW 2

The flagship in the CZ family line of pistols. Designed by top tier competition shooters, 
well balanced and made for speed and precision. Powered by a CO2 cartridge, with all 
the same great features of the real gun. Anodized aluminum slide with added weight 
for optimal recoil management resulting in more precise shots on target. Fiber optic 
front sight and adjustable rear sight. Delivers realistic recoil for optimal training.

SKU: RETP-CZS | RETP-CZS-IR

 STI 2011

Bring race gun familiarity into the world of laser based dryfire training. Used in John 
Wick 3, based on an STI 2011, this training gun has slide lightening cuts to improve the 
cyclic speed and reduce perceived recoil. Includes removeable magazine, undercut 
trigger guard, flared magwell, stainless steel guide rod and fiber optic front sight with 
adjustable target rear sight.

SKU: RETP-2011STI | RETP-2011STI-IR

 Sig Sauer M17

SIG SAUER P320-based M17 is the US military's newest sidearm. This pistol has the same 
unparalleled look and feel as the U.S. military's M17. Optics ready slide, uses green gas, field 
strippable with similar balance and weight as the real M17, metal slide construction with full 
blow-back action.

Sig P320 Carry / M18

The Sig P320 Carry / M18 (Compact) Green Gas training gun is a replica of the same, popular 
P320 compact platform that was recently adopted by the US Military.  
This training gun provides excellent training potential with weight & balance that mimics the 
real deal, as well as being able to be field stripped when time to disassemble. Optics ready, 
metal slide construction, and removeable magazine add customization options.

SKU: RETP-SIGM17-GG-T | RETP-SIGM17-GG-IR-T
SKU: RETP-SIGM17-GG-B | RETP-SIGM17-GG-IR-B

SKU: RETP-SIGM18-GG-T | RETP-SIGM18-GG-IR-T
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 SPIDER

The SPIDER KIT converts your airsoft or blank-conversion blowback pistols with 
picatinny rails into laser-emitting, full-blowback training guns. The SPIDER adapter 
houses the Laser Ammo SureStrike™ vibration cartridge, available in either red or IR.

 Vibration Action Cap

Convert any 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser to activate with vibration instead of the firing pin.

 SureStrikeTM Vibration Laser Cartridge

The SureStrike™ vibration activated laser cartridge uses the recoil from your 
training gun to emit a laser pulse with every shot.

 R.E.A.L. - Recoil Enabled Airsoft Laser 

Barrel conversion kit with laser for specific airsoft models.  Converts airsoft 
gun into powerful recoil enabled training gun for indoor training. Kit includes 
red (visible) or infrared (invisible) Vibration Activated Laser Cartridge.

 FLASH
Flash rifle adapter converts most airsoft rifles into a recoil enabled laser 
training tool that is safe to use indoors.

Firing pin system for Laser Ammo FLASH adapter

This patented firing pin system converts the FLASH from vibration activation 
to air pressure activation, and thus allow full recoil training without misfires 
and a longer battery life.

SKU: SPIDERKIT | SPIDERKIT-IR 

SKU: SKU 9MVC-R

SKU: 9MVSSC-R | 9MVSSC-R-780IR

SKU: REALKIT-UG17 | REALKIT-UG17-IR
SKU: REALKIT-UG19 | REALKIT-UG19-IR
SKU: REALKIT-CZS | REALKIT-CZS-IR

SKU: FLASHKIT | FLASHKIT- IR

SKU: FLASH-P / FLASH -PCAP

SKU: REALKIT-SIGM17-IR
SKU: REALKIT-ASGSTI | REALKIT-ASGSTI-IRSKU: REALKIT-SIGM17

RECOIL ENABLED
TRAINING FIREARMS
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The Recoil Enabled Training AR15 Rifles have the look, feel and
weight of a real AR15, including realistic recoil. Steel bolt carrier 
and legitimate buffer spring allows for reliable feedback, 
in a MilSpec adjustable stock.  Training rifle is designed 
to be modified or adjusted per the operators needs. OEM 
accessories may be applied or removed as needed.
Operated by Green Gas (not included) with the Laser Ammo FLASH adapter and your choice of an infrared 
(invisible) or red (visible) SureStrikeTM laser cartridge.

AR15
SAFE AND REALISTIC, 
RECOIL ENABLED TRAINING 
WITH AR15 / M4 PLATFORM 
AT THE CONVENIENCE OF 
YOUR OWN HOME

ANYTIME ANYWHERE

 AR15 LM4 RIS

 M4 Hornet

 Heckler & Koch HK 416

SKU: AR15-RIS | AR15-RIS-IR

SKU: AR15-BM4-BLUE | AR15-BM4-IR-BLUE
SKU: AR15-BM4-BLACK | AR15-BM4-IR-BLACK

SKU: HK416-BLACK | HK416-IR-BLACK
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Unlimited training possibilities for 9mm, 223/5.56, 308, 7.62 
caliber AR platform rifles, with different laser modes from 
Boresight to Dry Fire. 

The Laser Ammo Flash Bolt is a drop in bolt for your personal AR that allows you to safely shoot a Red or 
Infrared laser for dry-fire training.  This fully adjustable laser allows you to increase proficiency with your 
draw, sight acquisition, trigger control, transitions, as well as accuracy.

The Flash Bolt is meant to build “muscle memory” and will permit the appropriate techniques to be ingrained 
into your subconscious. This will allow for your actions to be duplicated automatically when you return to the 
range or if you are ever thrust into a shooting incident. Move between the different laser modes for aligning 
your sights, dry fire with up to 6 shots a second for your PCC competition rifle, longer pulse for long distance 
shooting and more. 

Easy to use Windage and Elevation alignment for the most accurate training at any distance. 

 � Fits in most AR’s chambered in.223, 5.56, .308, 7.62x39 and 9mm.
 � Easy and quick to install with no need to replace your trigger, sights, or optics
 � Includes different modes for optimal training: dry fire, shot tracking, boresight, and more
 � Works with all Laser Ammo targets and Smokeless Range® simulator
 � Up to 6 shots a second – ideal for competition shooters
 � Class 1 eye safe lasers
 � Available in both Red and Infrared lasers
 � Long lasting battery life (approximately 50,000 shots)

NEW 
F O R 
2023

FLASH
BOLT
FROM MARKSMANSHIP TO TACTICAL 
TRAINING WITH YOUR OWN PERSONAL AR!
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The SF30 is designed after a full size Glock 17 Gen 5. The SF25 is designed after a 
full-size Smith & Wesson M&P. 

SKU: SF25-MAG

Available two replacement magazines for the SF25 and SF30. With weight / cost 
differences due to heavier tungsten weights.  
This is a must have for any shooter that is looking to train on magazine changes 
and faster reloads.

ADVANCED
TRAINING 
LASER 
PISTOL
BUILD THE MUSCLE MEMORY FOR CORRECT GUN HANDLING 
WITH THE BEST-IN-CLASS TRAINING LASER PISTOL
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BASIC CONFIGURATIONS 
FOR USE WITH SMOKELESS RANGE 

The basic model designed for accuracy and durability to work with the Smokeless Range® simulator. It 
includes: 

 � Interchangeable weighted magazine
 � Adjustable night sights
 � The original SureStrike Laser cartridge connected directly for the main battery of the gun for long 

lasting training. 
 � Will activate all Laser Ammo electronic targets and Smokeless Range® Simulators. 
 � Plastic pistol carry case

PROFESSIONAL CONFIGURATION
FOR THE FIREARMS TRAINER 

New for 2023, our next generation pistol - Gen X, uses the new and advanced electronics which allows for 
many advanced features like the shot counter, and multiple modes. Add the tungsten weight and the longer 
battery life, this gun feels like the real deal. By far the best and most advance training pistol in the market 
today.

The advance pistol comes with all the basic features plus: 

 � Accidental discharge sensor designed to teach proper firearms handling skills. The training gun 
detects an intrusion into the trigger guard setting off an alarm, warning the shooter about a 
potential discharge for training purposes. The device distinguishes between deliberate actions and 
unintentional incursions into the trigger guard.

 � Shot counter: shooter can configure the number of shots he would like to have before the gun locks 
down and shooter need to change magazines to continue shooting.

 � Shot sound: with every shot the gun will emit a shot sound. 
 � Multiple Pulse modes: choose between a variety of pulse length including short (form marksmanship 

and competitions), long pulse (for correcting your flinching, and breath control) and boresight.
 � Two LED notification lights
 � Optional Orange or Black color.
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The SureStrike™ Laser Training Kits allow any level shooter to practice safe marksmanship and gun 
handling drills with up to 4 different calibers in their very own firearms. 

All of the SurestrikeTM Kits come standard with a convenient protective carrying case, red (visible) or 
infrared (invisible) laser cartridge, the patented UhrSecureTM safety pipe, safety extension, high visibility 
safety nut, caliber adapters, battery pack, and six reflective targets (with red laser only).

This makes it easy and convenient for any shooter to keep the equipment safe and secure while tossing 
it in your range bag or simply putting it in your pocket. 

The SureStrikeTM Lasers are the most accurate and robust laser training aides available on the market. 
The laser cartridge is built with a stainless-steel body, high quality glass lens, and action cap that controls 
the function of the laser. The action cap acts as a snap cap protecting your firing pin, and carries a 5,000 
shot warranty (or one year) guaranteed! This makes the SureStrikeTM Kit the most versatile and safest 
training tool on the market.

WITH SURESTRIKE™ KITS

TRAIN WITH
YOUR OWN 
FIREARM
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All SureStrikeTM Kits include a high quality custom carry case, the UhrSecure Safety System (short safety pipe, safety nut, and 
extension), battery pack, and six 2.5” X 2.5” reflective targets (with red laser only). Class 1 laser products.

SURESTRIKE™
KITS

 SureStrikeTM Ultimate LE Kit

 � .223 / 5.56 for AR15 Laser Cartridge 
 � 9mm Dual Function Action Cap for both dry fire and boresight. 
 � 40S&W Caliber Adapter 
 � 45ACP Caliber Adapter

SKU: 223SSUK | 223SSUK-780IR

 SureStrikeTM 9mm Premium Plus Kit

 � 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge 
 � 40S&W Caliber Adapter
 � 45 ACP Caliber Adapter

SKU: 9MCSCK-P | 9MCSCK-P-IR

 SureStrikeTM 9mm Premium Kit

 � 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
SKU: 9MBSCK | 9MBSCK-IR

All kits above are 
available with 

Italian 9x21 mm 
cartridge
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LASER CARTRIDGE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
  Electronics:    Computer Microprocessor
  Power source:   4.5V, LR726 wrapped 3 pack. 
  Constriction:   Stainless Steel 303, CNC Machining 
  Laser Wavelength:   635nm-650nm (Red) / 780nm-980nm (IR) 
  Laser Rating:   Class 1 Laser Product

Laser Ammo’s SureStrike™ Laser Training Cartridge allows a shooter of any level to practice safe 
marksmanship and gun-handling drills with their own firearm in any location, from home to work and 
anywhere in between.

This system enables a shooter or instructor to enhance their abilities by focusing on their firearm 
presentation, sight alignment, sight picture, breath control, trigger squeeze and follow through.

The SureStrike™ Laser Cartridges can also be used with the Laser Ammo Caliber Adapter System to fit a 
variety of calibers to simulate the point of impact with a visible (red) or invisible (infrared) laser.  

Each SureStrike™ red cartridge includes three 2.5”x2.5” reflective targets and a battery pack.

ONE 
SURESTRIKE(TM) 

CARTRIDGE, 
MANY 
AVAILABLE 
CALIBERS
CHOOSE THE ONE THAT FITS YOUR NEEDS
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All SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridges include a battery pack. 
Red laser cartridges also include three 2.5” X 2.5” reflective targets.

All lasers in this catalog are Class 1 Laser Products.

 SurestrikeTM 9mm Cartridge

 � 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge

 9X18 Makarov Cartridge

 � SureStrikeTM Makarov 9x18 Cartridge
 � Red Battery Pack

 38 Special / 357 Revolver Cartridge

 � 38SP / 357 SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge

 SurestrikeTM .380 Cartridge

 � 380 SureStrike™ Laser Cartridge

 223 for AR15 Cartridge

 � 223 SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
 � Barrel Adapter

 Hunting Pack for Shotguns & Rifles

 � 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
 � Multi Mode Cap for dry fire & boresighting
 � 12 or 20 Gauge shotgun adapter or   
 � 308, 30-06, 300 WIN, 6.5 Creedmoor, 9.3x62, 8x57 Mauser and 6.5x55 SE/Swedish sleeves for rifles

38 Special/357 Cartridge 6 Pack

 � 38 Special / 357 Surestrike™ Laser Cartridges
 � Six reflective targets
 � Battery pack
 � No need to use the safety pipe and nut

SKU: 9MSSLC | 9MSSLC-780IR

SKU: 9MMKRV

SKU: 38SSLC | 38SSLC-780IR

SKU: 380SSLC | 380SSLC-780IR

SKU: 223SSLC | 223SSLC-780IR

SKU: SSHP12 | SSHP20 | SSHP308 | SSHP3006 | SSHP65CM | 
SSHP300WAR | SSHP9.3X62 | SSHP8X57M | SSHP6.5X55
SKU: SSHP12-IR | SSHP20-IR | SSHP308-IR | SSHP3006-IR | SSHP65CM-IR | 
SSHP300WAR-IR | SSHP9.3X62-IR | SSHP8X57M-IR | SSHP6.5X55-IR

SKU: 38SSLK SKU: 38SSLK-780IR

AVAILABLE IN BOTH RED OR IR LASER

LASER
CARTRIDGE

Available with 
SureStrikeTM Italian 
9x21 mm cartridge

SKU: 9X21SSLC I 
9X21SSLC-780IR
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The SureStrike™ Laser Cartridges can also be used with the Laser Ammo Caliber Adapter System to fit a 
variety of calibers for semi-automatic pistols, revolvers, shotguns and rifles.

The unique Caliber Adapter System allows the 9mm SureStrike™ Laser Cartridge to be used in multiple 
calibers, eliminating the need to buy a separate cartridge for each caliber.
 
No tools are required for installation. Simply thread the adapter into the 9mm SureStrike™ Laser assembly 
and you are ready to go.

All semi-automatic adapter rings are used with the 9mm Action Cap and the UhrSecure Safety System 
(safety pipe, extension and nut.) The patented UhrSecure safety system is used for visual indication 
that the gun is safe and aligns the laser with the barrel, making it the safest and most accurate laser 
in existence. 

*All semi-automatic pistol adapter rings require the use of a safety pipe and nut.

& EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

ADAPT FROM 
9MM TO 40MM 
GRENADE 
LAUNCHER
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 40S&W / 45 ACP Adapter Kit

All kits include adapter, as well as safety pipe, extension, and nut.

 40S&W  45ACP  357 Sig 45GAP

 45 Long Colt  12G Shotgun  20G Shotgun 44 Magnum Adapter 

 6.5x55mm SE/Swedish

 8 X 57MM IS/Mauser  300 Winchester Adapter 9.3x74mm

6.5 Creedmoor

.277 SIG Fury

9.3X62mm 308 Rifle Adapter  30-06 Springfield

 10mm

SKU: SSADK

040AR (Ring) 045AR (Ring) 357SAR (Ring)045GAP (Ring)

SKU: 45LCAR SKU: 012AR SKU: 020ARSKU: 44LCAR

SKU: 6.5X55SAR

SKU: 8X57MAR SKU: 300WAR SKU: 9.3X74AR

SKU: 65CMAR

SKU: 277FURY

SKU: 9.3X62ARSKU: 308AR SKU: 3006AR

010AR (Ring)
40SSADK (Kit) 45SSADK (Kit) 45GAPSSADK (Kit) 357SAR (Kit)

CALIBER 
ADAPTERS
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A unique ability of the SureStrikeTM training system is to be able to change the functionality and behavior 
of the laser cartridge according to your training needs. By using interchangeable Action Caps, each 
having a different program, the user can decide if they want to dry fire, enable bore-sight mode or both.

This feature makes SureStrikeTM the most versatile dry fire training system available today. The SureStrikeTM 

Action Caps have a microprocessor controlled primer which activates the SureStrikeTM and also performs 
as a snap cap, keeping the firing mechanism safe from damage while dry firing.

The SureStrikeTM Vibration Cap is not activated by the firing pin therefore it doesn’t have the primer. 
Instead, it is specifically programmed and built for airsoft use with one of our airsoft adapters.

We guarantee all of our Action Caps for at least 5,000 shots, although many shooters have reported 
thousands of extra shots from their SureStrikeTM units. By simply replacing the Action Caps, the shooter 
can refill the SureStrikeTM as many times as needed.

“REFILL” YOUR CARTRIDGE & CHOOSE 
DRYFIRE OR BORESIGHT

INTERCHANGABLE 
CAPS
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All SureStrikeTM Action Caps include a battery pack and are guaranteed for a minimum of 5,000 shots or one year.

 Dry Fire 9mm Action Cap

The Dry Fire 9mm Action Cap is a cost effective refill for your SureStrikeTM Laser 
Cartridge. Programmed to emit a short pulse with every shot that will activate all 
Laser Ammo electronic targets and simulators. 
 � 9mm Dry Fire Action Cap

 MultiMode Action Cap

The Multimode Action Cap can be used for dry fire training or as a digital boresight 
action cap. Save money and use one cap for both modes.
 � Multimode Cap

 380 Cap

 � 380 Cap

 Vibration cap

 � Vibration Action Cap

 Digital Boresight Action Cap

The Digital Boresight Action Cap, converts the SureStrikeTM into a digitally controlled user-
friendly bore sighting tool. The only cap that is activated on/off by pulling the trigger.

 � 9mm Boresight Cap
 � Available in 223 for AR15 and 38SPC

 .223 for AR15

 � 223 for AR15 Cap
 � Battery Pack 
 � Available as adapter kit with barrel adapter

 38 Special / .357

 � 38SPC / .357 cap

SKU: 9MTA

SKU: 9MTA/DB

SKU: 380SBC SKU: 9MVC-R (Real)

SKU: 9MDB | 223DB

SKU: 223TA | 223LCADK

SKU: 38SBC
SKU: Flash 9MVC-F (Flash)

ACTION 
BACK CAPS
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Laser Ammo provides a variety of accessories to assist with all your training needs.  From batteries to 
safety pipe extensions, to custom targets and everything in between, Laser Ammo has it all.  Personalize 
your shooting experience to get the most out of your training.

 Reflective Targets

Six reusable reflective targets based on the classic law enforcement 
design.
 � Size: 2.5”X2.5”
 � Three different designs, two targets of each design

 SURESTRIKETM CARRYING CASE

Protect your SureStrike™ and all of your accessories with this hard, 
nylon covered EVA shell, complete with fitted foam insert and heavy 
duty zipper.

 SureStrikeTM Shooting Drills By Top Shot Colin Gallagher

SKU: 6MRT

SKU: BLKCC (black) 
SKU: CAMCC (camouflage)

Master your skills with 52 drills! 52 new dry fire training drills presented 
in a convenient deck of cards. These cards are meant to challenge the 
shooter’s skills and develop him / her into the best marksman they can 
be in a matter of days. With basic, intermediate and advanced level 
cards, these scenarios are safe, fun, challenging and effective.
Chosen carefully by History Channel’s “Top Shot” Mr. Colin Gallagher and 
specially designed for ease of use, the SureStrikeTM Shooting Drills are 
guaranteed to make you a more accurate and safer shooter..

EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED 
TO CONTINUE 
TRAINING
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 Safety Pipe Extention

For longer barrels, the extension pipe will extend the safety pipe 
an additional 1”

 Safety Nut

Self centering and secures the safety pipe to the barrel ensuring 
safety and accuracy.

 Battery Pack

Each battery pack is composed of 3 shrink-wrapped LR726 
batteries, with a total of 4.7V to activate the SureStrikeTM Lasers. 
Alkaline, contains no mercury. Environmental friendly.

 Safety Pipe

The UhrSecure Safety system, locks the SureStrikeTM in the barrel 
to provide a visual and physical indicator that the gun is safe. 

 � Long Safety Pipe - for barrels from 3.5” - 4.8”
 � Subcompact Safety Pipe - for barrels from 2.8” to 3.5”
 � Short Safety Pipe - for barrels from 2.9”-4”

SKU: 9MSP-E

SKU: 9MRSN

SKU: 3BP

SKU: 9MSP-L (Long)
SKU: 9MSP-S (Short) 
SKU: 9MSP-C (Subcompact) 

ACCESSORIES
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Laser Ammo offers laser-based firearms training packages tailored to the Military, ROTC, Security, Correc-
tions and Law Enforcement agencies around the world, specifically designed by experienced officers and 
operators that recognized a need for affordability, portability and quality for our defenders.
With packages for individual officers, smaller agencies, larger metro and state agencies or military branches, 
we can address any of your firearm training needs.
Personal service with every order, outstanding customer service and unprecedented tech-support when you 
need it most.

What makes us the best?
 � Train with any firearm platform or recoil enabled training gun
 � Highly portable for use at recruiting events or multiple stations/locations
 � Transition while engaging multiple targets
 � Three-gun training allows for training with pistols, rifles and/or shotguns
 � Backed by best-in-class customer service & warranty
 � Custom orders available to use with already existing simulators and tactical vests.
 � References available upon request. 

CALL OUR LAW ENFORCEMENT SPECIALIST TODAY - +46(0)723007774 

“Training was spot on. I would prefer to see our department make this a mandatory 
training for our five year and under officers. Great refresher for seasoned officers.”

Buchanan County Criminal Justice Foundation, Missouri training with Laser Ammo products

LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
AND GOVERNMENT 
AGENCIES 
ARE OUR 
SPECIALTY!

Used and 
recommended 

by: USDSA
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SURESTRIKE VIBRATION CARTRIDGE FOR GLOCK 17R AND 19R (“RED 
RESET GLOCK”)
Use the SureStrike™ Vibration cartridge for a safe and practical training 
with shooting simulators, tactical vests, force on force and more with 
the Glock reset trigger.

40MM GRANADE LAUNCHER 

This Granade Launcher adapter will house the 9mm SureStrikeTM to allow 
Granade Launchers training on the Smokeless Range® Simulator and the CQB.

TASER 
Our Taser allow the officer to train on situational awareness with the 
Smokeless Range® Simulator and to train with our CQB targets in 
different environments.

LE GLOCK 
The LE dedicated pistol is a High durability Glock Licenced Airsoft 
designed for heavy use and is restricted to LE and military sales by 
declarative EUC. These special production airsoft pistols are, not stock 
item and must be ordered per client. Available with Red or IR laser.

FIREFLY 
High end, versatile laser to be used on any pistol or rifle’s tactical 
rail and activated by vibration or wire. The perfect tool for using with 
Simunition, UTM or other recoil enabled firearms. Custom programming 
allows use of Firefly with any tactical vest at varying distances, making 
this the ideal tool for laser based force on force training.

SKU: 40MMGLA-R

REAL GUN SHOT SOUND ON 
DEMAND FOR THE ULTIMATE 
REALISTIC TRAINING

The Gunshot Box introduces extreme realism in your department training, creating the atmosphere and
adrenaline often found in a combat situation. Electronically reproduce the sound of gunshots on demand, 
with real explosions and safe levels of sound percussion. Use wirelessly with the Smokeless Range® or with 
Laser Ammo new CQB in a Box.
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The Shot Body System allows professionals to problem-solve and fight as individuals or team members 
against live adversaries in realistic and dynamic encounters. It provides opportunity for the users to practice 
advanced gun handling skills, communication and tactical movement under stress and increases their 
chances of survival in a deadly encounter.
Perfect for anyone who expects realistic training in their own environments.

A WEARABLE SENSOR SYSTEM, TO BE USED 
ON THE OPERATOR’S EXISTING CLOTHING, 
LOAD BEARING VESTS, HATS, AND GEAR, FOR 
DEADLY FORCE ON FORCE SHOOTING AND 
DECISION-MAKING SIMULATION.

Each sensor includes up to 5 different colors, allowing for 
multiple shooter identifications.
Additional Features:
•	 Pair perfectly with Laser Ammo’s recoil enabled firearms 
•	 For indoor or outdoor use 
•	 Easy to use and is ready in seconds 
•	 Uses standards CR2032 Batteries (included) 
•	 Perfect for team/group use 
•	 Comes in carrying case for easy use and storage

Each sensor includes 3 different settings, 
simulating the severity of the injuries on 
different body locations. 
•	 Immediate lethal hit 
•	 3 hits before lethal (Officer/ Soldier to fight 

through injury) 
•	 User requires immediate medical attention 

(Starts a progression timer leading to 
fatality). Gives role players 120 seconds to 
apply Tactical First Aid
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A set of portable life-sized reactive targets, for close quarter battle and active 
shooter training.  Designed for tactical entry and dynamic room clearing as well 
as active shooter simulation training with shoot/no-shoot scenarios and timing.

CQB Features:
•	 3 life-sized customizable targets 
•	 3 reactive hit zones on each target, focusing on head, torso and/or pelvic girdle shots 
•	 User can decide on target height and angle 
•	 Portable and easy set up anywhere in minutes 
•	 Wireless controller with 6 different modes 
•	 Shot timer that records split and total time for each target 
•	 Replaceable hit zone card, allows for larger or smaller reactive areas to focus on shot placement 
•	 Uses standard AAA batteries (included) 
•	 No computer necessary 
•	 Great for individual or team training 
•	 Highly portable - comes with a custom carrying case 
•	 Works with all Laser Ammo training lasers

TACTICAL ROOM CLEARING AND ACTIVE 
SHOOTER SIMULATED TRAINING WITHOUT THE 
USE OF A COMPUTER, ANYTIME ANYWHERE!
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Laser Ammo provides a better Commander assessment through a simulations-based interactive repeatable 
demonstration of the Soldiers’ performance that augments live environment training in a virtual environment 
allowing for advanced tactical engagement scenarios, grouping practice, CBRN, night fire, and gate to live fire 
exercise which assesses overall proficiency of Soldiers and effectiveness of their past UTPs.

Laser Ammo reactive targets allow soldiers to conduct hands-on training that assist to evaluate the soldier’s 
ability to execute critical task using weapon and equipment, during day and night conditions, and when 
operating in a CBRN environment. 
The targets allow organizations to have a completely mobile training system in a matter of seconds. Organiza-
tion primarily utilized this training aid to reinforce weapon manipulation and proficiency of drills. The system 
also allows users to build dynamic courses of fire inside of their training facilities. Due to the design, trainers 
can utilize these training aids for mobility drills working on strength and conditioning, elevated heart rate 
shoots, and cognitive processing skills for target identification. 

LIST OF PROFICIENCY DRILLS 
•	 Weapons check 
•	 Sling / unsling 
•	 Load 
•	 Carry (Hang, Safe Hang, Collapse Low Ready, Low Ready, High Ready, Ready Front)
•	 Firing positions (Prone, Prone Supported, Kneeling Supported, Standing Supported, etc) 
•	 Fight up / Fight down 
•	 Go to prone 8. Reload (Planned and Unplanned) 
•	 Clear malfunctions (Immediate and Remedial Action) 
•	 Unload and show clear

LASER AMMO IS THE NATION’S PREMIER, EXPEDITIONARY AND 
GLOBALLY INTEGRATED VIRTUAL AND HANDS-ON TRAINER READY TO 
MEET THE EVER-CHANGING CHALLENGES OF TODAY AND TOMORROW

INDIVIDUAL MILITARY MOBILE TRAINING TARGETS

MILITARY
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PRELIMINARY LIVE-FIRE SIMULATIONS 

The Lane Trainer Pro, designed to raise proficiency in weapon manipulation and the fundamentals of Marks-
manship to include the shot process. Organizations can create their own proficiency exams and branches 
individual weapon qualification.

BENEFITS OF THE LANE TRAINER PRO SIMULATOR 

•	 Allows instructors to run Soldiers through tables 1,2, & 3, streamlining the qualification process from a 
4 Day model to a 3 Day model. 

•	 Allows instructors to hone-in and build basic marksmanship skill sets in different areas. (Examples: 
tracking, transitioning, target identification, and speed in manipulation drills); 

•	 The expansion to the Marksmanship Facility of the 7th Transportation Brigade (Expeditionary) allows for 
entire platoon size elements to run through the qualification at one time; 

•	 Provides the ability to run dynamic courses of fire working on movement drills as well as training for 
conducting urban rifle marksmanship by having a shoot house on rails; 

•	 The software comes with extensive support training programs, raising the interest of Service Mem-
bers in marksmanship to raise proficiencies with employing their individual weapon systems. These 
programs are not limited to, but contain practical shooting association matches, shoot houses on 
rails, shoot and no shoot scenarios, ability to create your own targets and backdrops providing a more 
realistic feel of engagement sequences; 

•	 The system provides the capability to utilize full size barricades for a more realistic simulation environ-
ment to mimic life fire training

•	 Easy-to-use layout and menu screen for users.
•	 Easy to create, design and edit by user level, any training courses mimicking live fire course of fire. 
•	 Split the screen for up to 5 lanes at the same time. 
•	 Ballistics and targets are scaled correctly for distance.
•	 Ability to play media files such as videos or slides prior to running a course to visualize learning objec-

tives and concepts. 
•	 After-action review screen allows debriefing trainees after each stage in a course of fire. 
•	 Available networking for one control station for up to 7 different screens (up to 35 soldiers in one drill).
•	 Easy to operate with no need for special operator and customizable courses of fire.
•	 Score cards can simulate and replicate real qualification cards or can be created to record split times, 

draw times, transition times, and hit factor scoring to create an aggregate score for balancing, speed, 
and accuracy.
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NRA / USCCA / Armed Women of America Instructor Program

We are proud to work with the NRA, USCCA and Armed Women of America to 
sustain & expand the efforts of their education and training departments! 

Our products are endorsed by the NRA, USCCA and Armed Women of America, and 
used by many firearms trainers worldwide. It will help you, the trainer, to build 
confidence and correct skills within your students with 100% safety.

 � We offer a Dealer Direct Program with valuable incentives. 
 � High return on investment 
 � Low first-time buy-in 
 � Your information will be available on our Dealer map
 � POS (Banner) Available 
 � Drop-ship Program
 � Personal, professional and prompt customer service 
 � Enforced MAP
 � Easy order processing via email or phone 

Contact us at sales@laserammo.eu to join our dealer family today!

Personal Zoom 
meeting for product 
education, and free 
demo kit for every 

new dealer.

FIREARM 
TRAINERS

JOIN OUR DEALER 
FAMILY 
TODAY!
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Our products are being used by competitive shooters around 
the world. They are designed to maximize a shooter’s training 
time and save on the cost of ammunition by allowing you to 
practice more often and in the convenience of your own home. 

Our products provide accuracy and timing feedback without 
the cost of expensive ammunition.
  
We are proud to sponsor and support some of the best shoot-
ers around the world!

WE SUPPORT THE 
SHOOTING 
SPORTS!

John Nepolitano Kim Leppänen Jaakko Viitala Colin Gallagher

Marius Kazanskis Eduardo 
de Cobos

Lucrezia Di 
Prospero

Piotr Sienkiewicz
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LASER AMMO EUROPE 
Kaller Nordic Trading AB

Skogsvallsvägen 7,
74335, Storvreta

Sweden
+46(0)723007774 (WhatsApp)

www.laserammo.EU
info@laserammo.EU

LASER AMMO USA INC
PO Box 222017 

Great Neck, NY 11022
HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday - Friday 
9:00am - 5:00pm EST

+1 (516) 858-1262
www.laserammo.com 

support@laserammo.com

         FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA


